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Abstract
This thesis paper examines and describes how individuals can be empowered to go
from short-term thinking to long-term behavioral change in the area of sustainability. An
overview is provided of sustainability initiatives and community outreach programs using
the Atlanta, Georgia area as one of the primary example regions. Included in this work
is research about the psychology of sustainable behavior and tips for empowering
individuals at the grassroots level to make long-term, community-level change and what
roles social norms play in influencing behavior change. Relevant case studies and
personal interviews with individuals who have launched impactful sustainability projects
as well as lessons learned and personal observations are listed. This thesis paper also
proposes a concept and framework for a pilot sustainability event, developed from tips
and lessons learned from this research and case studies, to demonstrate that effective,
individual sustainability efforts can empower people to take specific short-term,
individual actions that collectively drive long-term, behavioral changes. The intention is
that this event framework will be modified and used for a variety of future sustainability
events and programs.
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Section 1: Overview
1.1 Introduction
Individuals are becoming more interested in sustainability as more and more options
become available to the mainstream yet there are barriers to taking action, such as a
lack of knowledge, skills, and an understanding of how to put sustainability into practice.
The attitude that one person’s efforts don't matter, or that short-term needs outweigh
investment in long-term solutions, are two core ideas that get in the way of positive
action at the community level. Industrial psychologist, Dr. Christie Manning, examined in
her piece The Psychology of Sustainable Behavior: 1
“Most people want to live in a way that treats the ecosystems we depend on with care
and respect, and people express increasing worry about the state of our natural
environment. Yet we all find ourselves engaging in unsustainable daily behaviors that
have negative environmental impact.” 2
This thesis will show ways that effective, community-level sustainability efforts can
empower individuals to take short-term action that collectively help drive long-term,
behavioral changes. Additionally, it will explore lessons learned from inspiring change in
individuals’ attitudes and behaviors using Atlanta, Georgia as the primary example area,
with projects from other areas in the U.S. to help support ideas. Extracted lessons will
be applied to the design of a pilot, community-level sustainability event.
1.2 Thesis Objectives
Traditionally, sustainability efforts have been seen as the concern of the economically
elite. Van Jones, founding president of Rebuild the Dream, points out, “…nobody is
doing our new green movement any favors by continually portraying it solely as the
playground of white, affluent ‘eco-elite.’” 3 He also mentions that in order for the country
to move environmental initiatives forward, we need to include super-majorities in all
demographics.4 My personal observation suggests there is a ripe opportunity in Atlanta
to design and implement a sustainability effort that paves the way for broad social
change. Even though there are many sustainability programs for Atlanta-based
communities, low-income communities (groups who could potentially gain the most from
going to these events) are not often in attendance.
To help address the needs of both underserved communities, as well as reach out to
new audiences, an objective of this paper is to explore frameworks for efforts to help
communities use sustainability as a means to develop life-skills for the individual (e.g.,
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save money, eat more healthfully, etc.), and for communities to become cleaner and
safer and have more job opportunities.
The intention of this paper, and the subsequent pilot sustainability event, is to
demonstrate that it is possible to empower individuals from a variety of groups, including
underrepresented groups, to engage in short-term behavioral changes that will lead to
long-term sustainability solutions.
This paper describes research conducted on sustainability projects that have occurred
at the local, regional, and national level and that have used various vehicles for
empowering people to move in a more sustainable direction. Interviews were conducted
with several individuals in Atlanta who have launched similar projects to learn how their
experiences and lessons learned may be useful to inform the development of the
proposed pilot sustainability event. These case studies describe different tools and
formats used to engage and encourage community change. Firsthand observations
gathered from area sustainability events have also been used to develop the ideas in
this paper.
The future development of a pilot, community-level sustainability event will be a vehicle
to test the waters for opportunities to create new educational models and social change
programs based on lessons and frameworks described in this paper. In the 2009 book
Design Revolution, author Emily Pilloton notes that environmental sustainability does
not exist in a vacuum; it is as only as good as its social understanding and appropriate
implementation, and it will falter without public awareness and education.5
The proposed pilot sustainability event described in this paper is a two-day event. Day
one will be a one-day workshop centered on life-skills and sustainability – the idea of
making sustainability just a normal part of our everyday experience. Participants will
walk away with 10 sustainability tips they can implement right now to save money and
make a positive difference in their community. Day two will be an Eco-Fair, open to the
public.
The next steps (examined at the end of this paper) include gathering an external
support team to secure future funding. This team will be composed of business and
community leaders and will provide guidance for use of social media and future
partnerships with other sustainable organizations.
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1.3 Objectives Summary
The objectives of this paper are to provide:
•
•

•
•
•

An overview of the current sustainability initiatives and community outreach
programs in Atlanta, Georgia,
Ways communities can go from short-term thinking to long-term thinking in the
context of the seven key tips for empowering environmentally positive action
presented in The Psychology of Sustainable Behavior,6
Local case studies of individuals who have launched projects at the community
level,
A proposal for a pilot sustainability event for a specific community in Atlanta to
test an engagement strategies framework, and
Conclusions and next steps.
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Section 2: Sustainability in Atlanta, Georgia
2.1 Sustainability Initiatives
The Mayor’s Office of Sustainability was formed in 2008 to introduce environmental
practices into Atlanta city government. The office works within a variety of departments
across city government to improve the sustainability performance of current policies and
programs. Below is a sampling of Atlanta’s Office of Sustainability’s projects and
programs. More information is available at Atlanta’s Office of Sustainability website.7
•

Lighting Retrofits and Building Efficiency
Atlanta is switching to more energy efficient lighting, including LED traffic lights
that use eighty percent less energy.

•

Green Building
Atlanta requires all new city construction and major renovations to be
Silver-LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)8 certified. More
detailed information is available at the USGB website.9

•

Water Conservation
Atlanta’s Department of Watershed Management has improved operational
performance, including increasing the number of leak repairs from 750 per year
to 800 per month. More detailed information is available at Atlanta’s
Department of Watershed Management website.10

•

Recycling
Atlanta’s recycling program is available for all single-family homes and major city
buildings.

•

Paper Use Reduction
Atlanta’s City Hall is decreasing the amount of junk mail and reducing paper by
the field staff across city departments by using computers rather than paper.

•

The Atlanta BeltLine
The Atlanta BeltLine was launched in 2005. It is the most comprehensive
revitalization effort ever undertaken in Atlanta.11 It is transforming the city with a
combination of rail, multi-use trails, housing, greenspace, and art. It will
eventually connect 45 in-town neighborhoods. More detailed information is
available at the Atlanta’s Beltline website.12
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2.2 Current Sustainability Community Outreach Programs
Below are key organizations in Atlanta that host and sponsor a variety of educational
workshops, lectures, conferences, community events, etc. Additional information may
be found at their websites listed in Endnotes.
•

Sustainable Atlanta
Sustainable Atlanta was developed in 2007 to build the city of Atlanta’s
sustainability initiatives. This organization convenes community and business
leaders, non-profits, academic, civic, and governmental sectors to develop
sustainable policy and programs.13

•

Atlanta Green Drinks
This monthly network has gathered together people interested in sustainability,
green business, environmental and social causes, architecture, design, and
many other green related issues since 2009.14

•

Green Communicators
This bimonthly discussion group was established in 2009 to deal with
communications and public relations topics related to sustainability.15

•

Green Chamber
The Green Chamber was formed in 2008 to bring together businesses across the
Southeast to promote growth, innovation, and success of sustainability
initiatives.16

•

Greenhouse Foundation
Children’s gardening programs, such as the Greenhouse Foundation formed in
2012, facilitate green education in Atlanta schools and inspires underprivileged
kids to care about their environment and community.17

•

Earth Share Georgia
Earth Share Georgia, founded in 1993, raises funds through employee giving for
environmental member organizations dedicated to conserving and protecting our
air, land and water.18

•

Georgia Conservancy
The Georgia Conservancy was founded in 1967 and is a nonprofit organization
that advocates and protects Georgia’s natural resources.19
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Section 3: Obstacles and Strategies for Change
As described in the previous section, there are numerous and diverse opportunities for
Atlantans to engage in sustainability initiatives and programs. Yet, while some
individuals are engaged in sustainability, others are not. What will motivate more people
to unite for action? How can obstacles be turned into opportunities to foster the
development of long-term thinking?
There are many different opinions. Some suggest the core of the problem is that people
do not feel connected to the issues.20 Perhaps it is not change itself that presents the
problem for building a more sustainable world, but the fear of change.21 Other influential
factors can include demographic and external factors (e.g., institutional, economic,
social and cultural), and internal factors (e.g., motivation, environmental knowledge,
awareness, value and attitudes).22
3.1 Psychology of Sustainable Behavior
Much of our individual behavior is strongly influenced by other people’s behavior.23
Examples include the movies we go to, the gadgets we buy and the clothes we wear.
People consciously watch and learn from the behavior of others, looking for what is
known as ‘social proof’.24 In his journal, Basic Social Influence is Underestimated
(2005), Robert Cialdini mentions that as observers, individuals decide how to interpret
the causes of their own actions; as tacticians,25 they decide how to influence the actions
of others; and, as experts, they decide whether to seek the input of others.26
In the 2009 handbook, The Psychology of Sustainable Behavior: Empowering People to
Take Environmentally Positive Action, author Dr. Christie Manning notes that
“psychology focuses on factors that influence an individual’s behavior, either the
individual alone or the individual as part of a group.” 27 Individual change at the
grass-roots level makes it possible for broader social and policy progress to occur.28 In
order to create effective long-term change, sustainability initiatives and programs must
take into account the short-term decision-making strategies of the individual.29
The power of social norms (group-held beliefs about how members should behave in a
given context)30 can be used to influence pro-environmental behavior by focusing on the
positive actions people are taking to reduce environmental impact, such as recycling
paper and turning off computers, instead of focusing on negative behaviors that are
harming the environment.31
For example, one may focus on the successful sustainability efforts local businesses or
individuals are making in the community. Or, one may publish a monthly newsletter that
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features eco team leaders or a green employee of the month to highlight the positive
impacts a particular individual or department has made to encourage that behavior from
others.
Individuals with sustainable behaviors can also decide how they can influence the
actions of others to have a positive impact.32 In his book The Tipping Point, author
Malcolm Gladwell describes how just a few key people from our communities can have
a big impact. He describes these key individuals as Connectors, Mavens, and
Salesmen. Connectors have lots of connections and have the potential to distribute
information to large groups of people. Mavens are considered to be experts and love to
share their information with others. Salesmen have the ability to persuade individuals to
change their behavior.33 To promote wider change, it may be helpful to focus on
creating behavior change in these types of individuals.34
For example, when implementing new environmental or sustainability policy or process,
one may collaborate with key leaders and/or students to: 1) identify the behavior to be
changed, 2) evaluate what role the current social norms play in influencing this
behavior, and 3) determine how it will affect the initiative.35 It is important to identify and
collaborate with individuals who fit the roles of Connector, Maven, and Salesman to help
influence others and to push the sustainability initiative forward.36
3.2 Seven Tips to Empower People to Take Environmentally Positive Action
The handbook by Manning entitled The Psychology of Sustainable
Behavior: Empowering People to Take Environmentally Positive Action (2009) has been
used as a framework to guide the pilot sustainability event proposed in this thesis, as
well as lay the groundwork for future sustainability-based community efforts.37
Outlined below are the seven tips from Manning’s handbook for empowering people to
take environmentally positive action. These research-based tips are taken from the field
of psychology and are intended to help individuals’ affect change in personal,
community, and workplace sustainability efforts.38 A more in-depth analysis and
information can be found at the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency website.39
These tips will be leveraged to understand the possible challenges that will be faced in
creating a shift in individuals’ attitudes and behaviors, and to provide a framework to
approach the development of a pilot sustainability event for the Atlanta Technical
College community. Further, this event framework will be available to other groups to
develop impactful sustainability events in other communities or with other
demographics.
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Each tip is followed by several recommendations that offer options from which people
can choose. It is important to note that not all recommendations have to be used.
Although these are listed in the hierarchical order of importance, the tips and
recommendations have been selected and rearranged to fit and compliment the culture
of the pilot sustainability event. This method allows greater flexibility to shape this event
and future projects such that they are more adaptive to a more diverse audience.
Readers Note: In the following section, the tips and recommendations from The
Psychology of Sustainable Behavior that were selected for use for this project are
presented in red along with, the tip summary. The sustainability examples are blue, and
the connection to the pilot event is in brown.
Tip 1: Make sustainable behavior the social default.
Communicate sustainability as normal information; Encourage positive social cues for
sustainability; Provide opportunities for people to demonstrate sustainability; Create and
nurture networks that spread sustainable examples; Broaden the sustainability norm
beyond the “eco-elite”; and Break down bystander confusion.
People are constantly looking for social proof to guide their own behavior. According to
psychologist Robert Cialdini, “We view behavior as correct in a given situation to the
degree that we see others performing it.”40 Neighborhood recycling comes to mind;
seeing a neighbor’s blue recycling bin on the curb as an acceptable behavior can
encourage others to do the same. It is the assumption that if other people are doing the
same thing, it must be ok. This is the idea of “social default.” 41
Sustainability Example: Big box store retailer Target® started a reusable tote bag
program to provide customers with the opportunity to participate in sustainable living
practices and to reduce waste. Target® incentivized the program by giving customers a
five-cent discount for each reusable bag that they brought to the store.42 This program
alters the social default.
Pilot Event Connection: One way to alter the social default in the Atlanta Technical
College community is to give students a reusable water bottle and a tote bag to help
them individually reduce their disposable water bottle and plastic bag consumption. By
having the opportunity to personally participate in a sustainability initiative they will be
able to explore consumption and waste reduction strategies and gain immediate benefit
from their direct personal experiences.
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Tip 2: Emphasize personal relevance.
It’s not about the environment; Beware of labels; Understand your audience’s
worldview; Find a new frame; and Focus on local issues and local effect.
Individuals do not instinctively think in terms of carbon footprints, renewable energy or
food miles. Creating behavioral change towards sustainability requires a deep
understanding of personal and contextual elements and effective triggers to create
action.43 It is important to frame conversations concerning the environment so that they
connect to people’s deeper issues and concerns.44
Sustainability Example: Project Wet Work was created in 2010 by an organization
named Moving Design. Sixteen designers, local artists, and educators collaborated and
used community-based graphic design strategies to raise awareness about local water
use issues and to inform and empower residents.45
Wet Work’s graphics depicted the following complicated yet important information to
residents about their water: approximately 2.1 billion gallons of fresh water are diverted
out of the Great Lakes basin on a daily basis, over one billion gallons of water goes to
Chicago residents, and after being treated and used by Chicago residents, the water is
sent down the Mississippi into the Gulf of Mexico.46 This group was able to educate
local residents about local water shortages and created a call to action.
Pilot Event Connection: Atlanta Technical College could emphasize personal
relevance as well as community building by collaborating with graphic design students
and using their design skills to develop a social change campaign that raises awareness
around Atlanta (e.g., the lack of availability of fresh foods in some local communities).
Tip 3: Make hidden information visible.
Overcome perceptual barriers; Informational feedback; Social feedback: Build feedback
loops with information or social feedback.
There are toxins that are released into our air, food and water and one can’t see or
smell many of these toxins and chemicals.47 It is also difficult for people living in the
U.S. to understand Amazon rainforest destruction because it is occurring far away from
them: distance is a perceptual barrier and overcoming perceptual barriers is critical to
affect long-term behavioral change.48
Sustainability Example: The Earth Day Network49 uses an ecological footprint
calculator to show environmental impacts of lifestyle choices related to food, water,
energy, travel, goods, and living arrangements. To help make the message easy to
connect to and to overcome perceptual barriers, the Network’s footprint calculator has
engaging visuals, graphs, and charts to measure change and progress.50
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Pilot Event Connection: One way to create informational feedback in order to
overcome perceptual barriers to sustainability in the Atlanta Technical College
community is to connect ideas to a product the students’ value (i.e., cheeseburgers).
The ‘Cheeseburger Footprint’51 will be an interesting way for students to be introduced
to the concept of ecological footprint calculators. Next, the students will watch the
Cheeseburger Footprint video,52 which uses visually compelling images to engage them
in making connections about environmental impacts. This type of activity will help reveal
hidden information and start the conversation about how small changes can make a big
difference.
Tip 4: Foster mindfulness.
Engage thinking with something surprising; Encourage alignment with personal values;
and Focus on improvement, not perfection.
Individuals purchase items that are healthier choices and that align with their personal
values such as those that are labeled as “all natural” or “eco-friendly.” People who are
mindful of their actions and think through the impact of their decisions tend to act more
sustainably.53
Sustainability Example: Appliances like televisions and computers still use energy
when in standby or idle mode.54 Millions of dollars can be saved a year by businesses
by shutting off computers when they are not being used.55 Individuals can save $100
per year by using a smart power strip or unplugging appliance when they are not in
use.56 By being mindful of phantom energy consumption, people are more likely to turn
off their electronics when not in use.
Pilot Event Connection: One way to foster mindfulness in the Atlanta Technical
College community is to use a Kill A Watt™57 Appliance Efficiency Monitor, which
directly compares how much energy is consumed when computers are left in energy
saving vs. regular operation on two classroom computers. The Energy Star™ Power
Management Savings Calculator58 can be used to observe annual savings per
computer. By being mindful of energy consumption, students will be more likely to turn
off electronics or leave them in energy saving modes.
Tip 5: Create opportunities or competence, skills, and knowledge.
Give task-specific information; Provide hands-on-opportunities to try new behaviors; and
Communicate effective actions.
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A powerful predictor of sustainable behavior is whether or not a person has the
knowledge, skills, and understanding that are necessary to carry out the behavior.59
Sustainability Example: Project Winterbourne was an exhibition created in 2009 to
educate the public on the benefits of buying and eating in-season and locally grown
food.60 The project featured informational brochures, posters, and a map that
highlighted grocery stores and restaurants that offered these products. During the
event, participating restaurants and grocers offered samples of these featured
products.61
Pilot Event Connection: One way to foster opportunities for competence, skills, and
knowledge in the Atlanta Technical College community is to engage students via an eco
fair, or similar idea, that incorporates fun, informational booths or activities relating to
various sustainability actions and resources. (See Section 5 for more details.)
Tip 6: Make change a byproduct of other events.
Make the sustainable choice opt-out rather than opt-in; and Find the moments of flux by
forming new sustainable habits.
Restructure the situation or environment so that the automatic process results in a more
sustainable decision such as a business lunch with a default option of a vegetarian
menu.62
Sustainability Example: McDonald’s® Breakfast Menu
Instead of having a McDonald’s Egg McMuffin® with cheese one morning, a person may
select a healthier option like McDonald’s Fruit & Maple Oatmeal which has two of the
recommended three daily servings of whole grains, and is a good source of calcium and
iron.63
Pilot Event Connection: One way to make change a byproduct of another action and
create long-term sustainable habits is to encourage use of mass transit with prizes for
participants like free bus passes or Smart Phone apps could help save gas, cut down
on emissions and air pollution, and save money.
Tip 7: Balance urgency with realistic hope.
Have a positive vision that emphasizes solutions; Show people they’re not alone;
Redefine the scale; and Set challenging but attainable goals.
Sustainability campaigns should be positive, upbeat, and promote a can do attitude
motivating individuals to increase their personal response to carry out the actions
necessary to address environmental issues.64
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Sustainability Example: Wells Fargo® lists five best practices for engaging green
teams in engagement strategies. These are: 1) linking green teams to corporate goals,
2) providing marketing collaterals with a consistent message, 3) recognizing
achievement and participation, 4) encouraging volunteerism, and 5) engaging
customers. These best practices set attainable goals, such as allocating three percent
of their greenhouse gas goal to team member behavior changes that encouraged
people to conserve energy.65
Pilot Event Connection: One way to balance urgency with realistic hope is to create
an opportunity for a group of student leaders to create a Green Team and lead a
campus-wide No Impact Week.66 Green Team students in each department will engage
fellow students, faculty, and staff in activities to reduce their impact and to find ways to
save money. Set small achievable goals, step-by-step that can build hope and
momentum.
Individual actions can make a difference; build on this idea by partnering with others to
work together for positive action. A Green Team is a great starting place to inspire
student leaders to go further. Students can provide feedback and share their personal
goals and what they think the biggest need is in the graphic design department or
school. This will help the Green Team set challenging but attainable goals.
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Section 4: Case Studies from Georgia
For this paper, interviews were conducted with several inspiring and passionate
individuals to hear their stories and lessons learned from developing programs,
products, and projects to shift individuals’ short-term thinking into long-term change. In
every case study, a person saw an important sustainability issue, had an idea, and took
action.
This section highlights several different approaches to engage individuals and
communities as well as encourage social and environmental change. Each case study
provides a snapshot of individuals’ efforts as well as how their work will impact the
development of the proposed pilot sustainability event. Five areas are explored for each
case study: background, impact, recognition, lessons learned, and the application or
connection to a pilot event. The case studies are not intended to represent the
programs or accomplishments in their entirety. For more information about the
organizations, visit the respective websites listed in the Endnotes section.
4.1 Idbids

Figure 1: Idbids Kindergarten Classroom Kit.
Photo: © 2007 Idbids.

“I’d like to encourage children (and grownups!) to become, through small steps, an
important part of a much bigger picture, as citizens locally and globally.” 67
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Background
Idbids® is a company that was formed in 2007 by Debbie Smith, a graphic designer that
lives in Atlanta. The company’s mission is to provide parents and early childhood
educators with opportunities and resources to teach young children that small steps can
make a big difference in keeping our Earth happy, healthy and green.68
The Idbids® characters, Scout the Cloud, Lola the Flower and Waverly the Water Drop,
are plush toys made of organically grown cotton that comes with storybooks printed on
recycled paper, all wrapped in eco-friendly packaging. The mission of the characters is
to teach children that "iddy biddy steps" (i.e., turning off the water while brushing teeth)
can make the Earth a greener place. Children who participate in the program are
eligible to earn a "green certificate," accessible online.69
Impact
The Idbids® Kindergarten Classroom Kit (Figure 1) was developed because of inquires
from teachers.70 Each kit contains a set of Idbids®, an organic cotton backpack, student
journal, field guide, storybook, progress chart with colorful stickers, and a variety of
lesson plans for instructors to use in their classrooms.71
Interest and demand for Idbids® spans the globe including the US, Australia, Colombia,
Chile, China, France, Israel, and Kuwait.72 Idbids® are sold at various online stores such
as Target.com, BarnesandNoble.com, specialty toy stores, “green living” stores, and
nature gift stores.73
Recognition
Idbids® were featured as one of the top toys at the 2008 American International Toy
Fair.74 Idbids® have won numerous parenting and industry awards, as well as local and
national media accolades and attention (e.g., Treehugger.com75, CNNMoney.com76,
and the Washington Times77).
Lessons Learned
The following ideas were presented by Debbie Smith, creator of Idbids®, during a
personal interview in 2013.
Smith learned that by creating a tangible thing that children can understand and form a
personal connection to will help to translate an abstract concept, like conserving water,
into reality (i.e., Waverly, the character shaped like a water drop, helps children think
about their water usage).
She suggests that when collaborating with others, make sure that partners have the
same passion for the project as the creator. Collaboration is important in the beginning
17

stages of any project, as is an understanding of the product throughout the supply
chain. Smith learned that little actions can add up (“iddy biddy steps”) and individuals’
efforts can be the example for big, behavioral changes at both the individual and
community level.
Pilot Event Connection
•
•
•

Use tangible objects to make a connection to abstracts ideas.
Collaborate and involve students in the early stages. Involve students in the
design of the event and selection of vendors or topics.
Provide tangible goals or an idea of how students can measure their progress.

4.2 Mothers & Others for Clean Air

Figure 2: The simple, colored flags of the Clean Air Flag Program.
Photo: © 2013 Mothers & Others for Clean Air.

“We have a moral responsibility to provide our children with a healthy and safe ride to
school.” 78
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Background
Mothers & Others for Clean Air (M&O) was founded in 2004 by Laura Turner Seydel
and Stephanie Blank to promote awareness of Georgia’s air quality problems and to
advocate solutions. Given their roles as caregivers, community leaders and family
stewards, Seydel and Blank identified a need to educate the public about the harmful
health effects of poor air quality and the duo was determined to lead Georgia citizens in
taking action. M&O is a project of the American Lung Association in Georgia, one of the
programs founding partners.79
Impact
These impact milestones are based on M&O’s notes:80
2011 Highlights
Grew their Facebook and Twitter followers to almost 200 and expanded the M&O
network membership from 1400 in 2010 to 1600+ in 2011.
Implemented their new school air quality index (AQI) flag program at 15 metro
Atlanta schools including elementary, middle and high schools, and developed
age-appropriate presentations and teaching tools.
Partnered with NFL veteran Chris Draft and the Georgia High School Association
to publicize a guest article and provide tools to coaches to help reduce student
athletes’ exposure to air pollution.
2010 Highlights
Defended the transit-supportive measures in the final transportation-funding
House Bill (HB 277) that was passed by the 2010 Georgia Legislature.
Secured new language in HB 936 allowing school systems to use state funding
to refurbish older buses and to include a strong recommendation to retrofit the
engine to reduce harmful emissions whenever a bus is refurbished.
Partnered with the City of Atlanta to develop and distribute smog avoidance
brochures and posters to summer camps and recreation centers.
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2008 Highlights
Successfully lobbied the Georgia Legislature for a new appropriation for school
bus emission control devices--$250,000 to be used to match $2-million in federal
funding to reduce harmful diesel soot in school buses by up to 90%.

Recognition
M&O has not received any special recognition for its work but has secured a good deal
of earned media that can be found on the company’s website listed in the Endnotes
section.81
Lessons Learned
The following ideas were presented by Rebecca Watts Hall of M&O for Clean Air during
a personal interview in 2013.
Watts Hull learned that collaboration among diverse partners were key to tackling
complex environmental issues such as air quality. For this issue in particular, it was very
important to build bridges between the environmental and public health communities. In
addition, she suggests nonprofit groups with a single-issue focus such as outdoor air
quality form partnerships to connect to broader, related issues (e.g., children's
environmental health). Also, she learned that simple tools helped to teach children and
community members about complex environmental issues. For example, M&O used a
simple colored flag system to communicate daily changes in air quality.
Pilot Event Connection
• Help students understand the big picture, the broader connections to what they
do on a daily basis, and how individual actions can create big changes.
• Involve key leaders in the school, such as the president, deans, department
chairs, and other faculty, which can help the event to be successful. This
approach would also work well in a corporate environment.
• Partner with other community members, businesses and outside organizations to
see how their expertise and resources might be leveraged.
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4.3 Reaping Nature

Figure 3: Mashburn Elementary Students Find Their Green Thumb.
Photo: © 2013 Reaping Nature

“…what we do is not about us, it’s about educating kids about the environment, to
encourage them to take personal responsibility and be good stewards, and to let them
know that they can make a difference.” 82
Background
Denise Carlton is the co-founder and executive director of the Reaping Nature
Educational Outreach Foundation.83 After moving to Georgia in 2001, Denise noticed
that her neighbor, Kris, kept her recycling in her garage. Kris mentioned that her waste
hauler tossed her recyclables in with the regular trash in the trash collection truck rather
than collecting and recovering the recyclable materials. Wanting to recycle, she started
taking her recyclables to the local recycling facility herself versus placing it curbside.
Denise, concerned the same would happen to her recycling, started taking regular trips
to the local recycling facility with Kris.84
Reaping Nature provides environmental education programs for children and the public
with a special emphasis on underserved and disadvantaged children in Title 1
schools.85 Reaping Nature’s yearly goals brochure notes: “To qualify as a Title 1 school,
at least 35% of the children in the school must be from low-income families, which is
determined by the number of children who are eligible to receive free and reduced-price
lunch at the school. Over half of all schools in Georgia are designated as Title I.
Reaping Nature covers issues impacting our environment such as resource depletion,
recycling and water and energy conservation.”86
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Impact
These 2012 impact milestones are based on Reaping Nature’s notes:87
The Red Wigglers program (worms & recycling) brings hands-on education into
the classrooms.
Reaping Nature held recycling events to collect electronics and other items.
In partnership with Tyson Foods, Reaping Nature installed several compost bins
at Forsyth County schools and they were able to give out 180 bags to kids at the
Forsyth County Fire Department’s Trunk or Treat event.
Reaping Nature handed out over 1,800 reusable bags to teachers and
administrators in all 20 Forsyth County Elementary Schools, children and adults
at events.
Exclusively available at Worthmore Jewelers are a recycling symbol pendant
necklace, earrings and cufflinks made in the USA from reclaimed silver. A portion
of the proceeds goes to Reaping Nature’s outreach programs.
Recognition
Carlton has received numerous awards including second place for waste reduction by a
non-profit, Keep Georgia Beautiful (Reaping Nature Educational Outreach Foundation,
2012 and 2010), and a Distinguished Service Citation National Award- Keep America
Beautiful (2012).
Lessons Learned
The following ideas were presented by Denise Carlton, founder of Reaping Nature,
during a personal interview in 2013.
Carlton discovered these key lessons:
• Success is measured in the lives touched, not the money made,
• Connections and success will come with time,
• People do not find value in free workshops,
• Never underestimate the passion of a few individuals, they can create growing
awareness and change, and
• Most of all, people need to feel involved.
Carlton also found that surprising things can emerge that weren’t intended outcomes.
For example, the owner of Worthmore Jewelers wanted to get involved and make a
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difference by designing a recycling symbol jewelry piece made of reclaimed silver. This
individual made a difference and inspired others to think about the environment,
including the people that purchased and wore the reclaimed silver jewelry as well as the
people who see them wearing it. A conversation piece for sure.
Pilot Event Connection
•
•

•

Be an example for environmental and social change.
Encourage the students to use their design skills to raise awareness around
environmental issues in ways that empowers community members to take
responsibility.
Provide value to the community (vs. money) by building knowledge and skills.

4.4 Year of Boulevard

Figure 4: A "Living Laboratory" - Boulevard
Photo: © 2012 atlantamagazine.com

“Transforming Boulevard is more about human capital than real estate development.
You can change all the physical structures, but if you haven’t given people real
opportunities, all you’re going to do is push them out.” 88
Background
The Old Fourth Ward (O4W) is one of Atlanta’s historic neighborhoods and home to
Ebenezer Baptist Church and the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial. “Through the middle
of O4W runs Boulevard, a corridor infamous for its Section 8 housing and street drug
sales. More than 600 kids, age 19 or younger, live along the Boulevard corridor, and
almost half of them live below the poverty line.” 89
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In January of 2012, Atlanta City Councilman, Kwanza Hall, declared it the Year of
Boulevard. His ambitious agenda included crime prevention, job training, education
reform, economic development, and summer youth programs. Hall gained support from
many groups, including Atlanta Medical Center, Atlanta Police Department, and
Atlanta’s zoning, public works, cultural affairs, and parks and recreation departments 90
Impact
The Year of Boulevard's first tangible payoff was an offer by TEDx Atlanta, the
technology and ideas forum, to help raise money to:91
•
•
•

Send children of Bedford Pine to summer camp,
Create internships with local businesses, and
Lead Saturday seminars on entrepreneurship at the local community center.

Several local restaurants including the Sound Table, P'cheen, and DBA Barbecue
invited youngsters to come and observe what it takes to operate a kitchen and run a
business.92 Hundreds of other kids are involved in summer camps operated by the Truly
Living Well urban farm and Operation P.E.A.C.E.93
In May of 2012, the Atlanta Police Department opened a mini-precinct in one of the
apartment buildings.94
Lessons Learned
This section was not provided because there was no personal interview conducted.
Pilot Event Connection
•

Understand your target audience’s worldview to learn what interests and
motivates them by including them in the process of developing any sustainability
initiatives.

•

Provide an opportunity for target audience members to contribute or give back to
their communities by developing, sustainability initiatives that they cultivate
through the pilot event experience.
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Section 5: Pilot Sustainability Event
The era of empathy is now upon us.95 The ability to see, feel and understand the world
from the perspective of others that we meet will be the most important psychological
skill that any of us can possess if we are to thrive and survive in the decades ahead.96
We need to ask the right questions and think about the challenges ahead.97
Sustainability doesn’t mean anything if it is not followed up by action.98
Personal Inspiration for the Pilot Event
I am an instructor of Graphic Design at the Atlanta Technical College. When I started
researching and contemplating different ideas for my thesis project I decided that I
wanted to focus on my students. I have been an adjunct instructor for many years and I
see the students on a daily basis. Because I know them and listen to their stories, I
have a unique personal lens into their worldview. I can see their needs and what’s
lacking. I know I have skills that can help them.
I have talked with several students and have observed that information in the areas of
time management, financial planning, or healthy eating and lifestyle habits are some of
the key areas in which they need help. Many of the students are juggling several
responsibilities at once, and on top of that, are going to school to better themselves and
can’t seem to manage it all at times. Many are interested in sustainability but do not
have a good understanding of how it relates to them. For example, one of my students
told me that individuals come into her neighborhood, plant a tree and tell her to care
about the environment, but that means nothing to her. She and other students want to
know why being involved in sustainability and caring for the environment is important;
they need to see and understand the self-interest in involvement. Sometimes we focus
on trying to change the things around people instead of providing them with their own
“seeds” to grow.
5.1 Pilot Sustainability Event Overview
The pilot sustainability event will take place with the students at the Atlanta Technical
College community. By leveraging what it is necessary to empower people to take
environmentally positive action (using the seven tips detailed in Section 3 as a
framework for the event) we will begin to create the conditions to make sustainable
action the most appealing or natural choice for this community.
The pilot event will be a two-day workshop about life skills and how they connect to
sustainability and community building within the school. Day one will be a workshop and
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the second day will be an eco fair for faculty, students, and the general public. There
can be two workshop participant selection options: 1) the workshop could initially be
targeted at nurturing student green leaders in one department, for example the graphic
design department, or 2) student representatives from each department at the college
could be selected to participate, with the idea of creating cross-discipline Green Teams.
The workshop will start with a warm up collage exercise99 (tip 4). Participants will be
provided with a variety of images to select from and will be asked to build a collage
around the theme of sustainability and what that means to them. This exercise
leverages their design skills to illustrate the participants’ understanding of the issues
(tip 2) and help them to verbalize in a fun and engaging format. Afterwards participants
will gather in breakout sessions to discuss the significance of the images and
arrangements they choose. This will be used to gain an understanding of their
perspectives and to note if any recurrent themes or patterns emerge. There will be one
final group discussion to combine all of the feedback to develop other projects or
programs that support future sustainability efforts (tip 5).
Day One of the Pilot Sustainability Event: Life-Skills Sustainability Workshop
Topics to be introduced over the course of the Workshop
Energy and Personal Choices:
Participants will perform the power management savings calculator exercise to see how
much can be saved on computer usage by shutting them off and putting them in the
standby mode or both. In addition, participants will observe the results of the Kill A
Watt™100 Appliance Efficiency Monitor during course of the day and conclude with a
discussion about energy issues at the end of the session.
In this discussion participants will learn how being eco-conscious can save money and
how not being sustainable results in a real and personal cost. Suggestions for personal
action would include unplugging appliances, conserving water, using energy-efficient
lighting, bringing their lunch to school or work, and meatless Mondays. Taking these
small daily actions to live more sustainably can add up to a big savings for monthly
budgets in the long-term.
Consumer Choices:
Participants will watch two videos about the Story of Stuff 101 (tip 3 and 4) and The
Story of Bottled Water102 to provide background information and an engaging overview
to U.S. production and consumption. There will be a breakout session to discuss
lessons learned.
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Hidden Impacts:
There will be a discussion about the hidden impacts (tip 3 and 4) of what participants
do on a daily basis. Participants will be shown visuals and impacts of a common food
item they eat, like a cheeseburger, and complete an ecological footprint exercise.
The Power of One:
Participants will learn that the first step of being sustainable starts with individuals. This
can put them on the path to be an agent for change (tip 1). They will understand that
every decision they make and every action they take can have a cumulative effect–
positive or negative–on the environment, economy, society and culture. Individual
actions in the short-term make a big difference in the long-term. This discussion will
deal with the use of natural resources, (the use of chemicals to create plastics, the
impacts of making paper from trees), and the sustainability impacts of how people’s
basic needs are met.
Systems Thinking:
Participants will be shown a quick overview of The Natural Step Framework (TNS)
(tip 3). A breakout session will follow with a discussion of the specific actions and tasks
they are doing in their life and work right now and how TNS applies. Participants will
create their own personal action plan (tip 5) based on their ecological footprint results
and what they have learned about TNS. They will look at 10 things they can do today to
save money, make a difference in the school community, and to foster sustainable
habits on campus. They will write a brief summary of how they think these actions will
make a positive impact. Some suggestions will include encouraging students to use a
filtered water bottle filled with their own tap water to save money, and being mindful
(tip 4) of the amount of plastic bottles being consumed on campus as well as the
related waste that is generated. Carrying a reusable tote bag is another action that can
be taken to reduce waste. This can become a social norm and other participants will
begin to see their actions as acceptable behavior. These habits can become routine and
the new normal (tip 1).
The workshop will end with a discussion about having a career in designing campaigns
for social change. A discussion and images of successful social campaigns will be
presented to show participants how graphic design skills can be used to impact change
and raise awareness about local issues (tip 2) that affect the school and community.
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Day Two of the Pilot Sustainability Event: Eco-Fair
Day two of the pilot sustainability event will be an eco fair open to the entire student
body, faculty, and staff, and if possible, the general public. The fair will engage
participants via fun, informational booths, and/or activities relating to various
sustainability actions and resources. These activities could include energy reduction
tips, healthy food and cooking choices, water conservation strategies, composting and
gardening tips, new eco-products etc. The fair will also provide opportunities for experts
and community leaders to engage with the participants. Sponsors will be invited to
provide support and related materials (tip 5).
Participants will be encouraged to visit every booth to gather resources and action
strategies and to become eligible for giveaways. A variety of door prizes will be given
away, including free bus passes to conserve money and gas, Smart Phone apps with
information about local vegetarian restaurants (i.e., eating lower on the food chain and
saving money), gardening, green tips, and more (tip 6).
The goal of the fair is to increase awareness, inspire long-term participant involvement
(tip 7) and, ultimately, create long-term behavior changes. These changes will positively
impact the sustainability initiatives of the Atlanta Technology College community by
discussing the merits and details of what it takes to create a Green Team as discussed
previously.
Follow-up questionnaires will be provided to workshop participants during the day of the
event and one month after the event to see how many sustainable action items they
incorporated into their lifestyle or classroom after attending the event. Feedback will be
solicited via Atlanta Technical colleges’ Facebook page on the school site to allow
participants to add comments and suggestions about the event and collect feedback.
The success of the event will be measured in two ways:
1. Gathering student feedback and evaluations
Timeline: Day of event
Projected Outcome: Identify the top three tips learned
Indicator: Number of eco tips that resonated with participants.
Measurement: Total number of tips listed on survey.
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2. Reusable Water Bottles
Timeline: One Month
Projected Outcome: Save the participants money by reducing the amount of
water purchased in one-use, disposable plastic bottles which end-up going into
the landfill.
Indicator: Number of participants who are using reusable water bottles and/or
getting a friend or family member to do the same.
Measurement: Total number of individuals carrying reusable water bottles
(primary participants and their friends/family).

Section 6: Conclusions
6.1 Key Ideas
While we can’t make people adopt sustainable behaviors, I believe we can create
conditions for sustainability to become the natural choice for most people and that puts
them on a path to long-term behavior change.
Below are three key areas important to empowering individuals to make positive
environmental change.
1) Understand the audience’s worldview. By building relationships with individuals in
specific communities, a sustainability practitioner will be able to create programs
that will both gain a better understanding of and thus be aligned with their unique
needs. Understanding an audience’s worldview allows the opportunity to frame
sustainability information in a way that is meaningful and personally relevant to
the target audience.
2) Understand that barriers, such as physical, social and economical may keep
individuals from living sustainably (hidden or obvious) and seek opportunities to
remove them.
3) Take advantage of the power of social norms. We know that short-term,
individual behavior is a major influence on creating lasting change. By using
individual positive behaviors in a strategic way, sustainability initiatives may
move forward and lead to long-term change at the community level. Individual
actions have a cumulative effect and make a big difference.
I have also learned that it is important to provide energizing and relevant topics of
interest in educational and community outreach programming and not just fill empty
seats and tables. We need to make sure we have a diverse audience and collaborate
with individuals from all demographics and experiences or we will just be talking to
ourselves. We have to provide meaning and value in the way of knowledge and skills
such that when people leave a sustainability event, they are so connected with its
purpose they apply what they have learned and experienced to make long-term
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changes in their lives, homes, and offices. Last, we must find ways to follow-up or
measure the success of the programs to see their effectiveness instead of back to
business as usual.

6.2 Next Steps
The next steps for the pilot sustainability event include a meeting with the Sustainability
and Resource Specialist at Atlanta Technical College to discuss the pilot framework for
the project. I am proposing that the event be held at the school for easy access to
school and local community members. I will speak to various organizations, as well as
business and community leaders, to see what funding and additional resources might
be available for an event of this type. Also, I will investigate grant and funding
opportunities at the Foundation Center in Atlanta.
My ultimate goal is to create a business plan and secure funding through sponsorship
and grants for various community outreach programs. My plan is to implement this
framework for a variety of audiences to serve groups in the business community,
community leaders, as well as students and young people. These groups could be
served through a variety of programs such as mentoring programs, community action
programs, neighborhood cleanups, energy and water seminars, film nights, etc. I am
also interested in investigating additional learning models for course outline
development such as John Thackara’s Learning Design Principles which uses nine
design principles as a framework for learning.103
Now that I have completed my thesis work, I am eager to apply what I have learned. By
developing this framework, my hope is to educate and empower as many lives as
possible towards building a more sustainable future.
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